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This thesis takes a grape come from NanXiang small plain as the main role, 
NanXiang small plain located in the Mile County, Red River Hani and Yi ethnic group 
Autonomy State, Yunnan Province. According to trace the grape’s history and 
travelling route, to research its social and culture space situation, the thesis attempts to 
show the mentality, conception, practice way, living mode and social organization of 
the local people who are behind the grape. Simultaneously, through this grape, the 
small plain is drawn into much larger history and culture view, which I am in order to 
emphasize the so many relationships between inside and outside of the small plain , 
and when the small plain is combining with those outside factors, the smll plain is 
also continual to reproduce itself. 
The small plain has being drown into the global space-time range, which 
uncovers the situation that more than 15000 units of grape area and prosperous grape 
wine brewing today actually begin with the global colonization, And further after the 
integrating between the grape and the small plain, the grape wine also obtains a 
special localization representation.(Chapter 2) In this localization process, I further 
point out the two different kinds of practice way: one is the narrative concerning the 
grape’s colonization history and spread process(Chapter 3); the other is the actual 
action of people’s grape growing and grape wine brewing(Chapter 4). In these 
practicing processes, different person express the different narrating and acting style 
which all accord with their culture tradition and habitus, so in this practice containing 
the false and fact, the former living mode, social organization, family relationship, 
traditional concept and emotion to soil of the small plain all have changed silently. 
(Chapter 5) Finally, this grape wine which be made from the grape containing a great 
deal of history and culture factors is also favored by consumers outside the small plain 
in the society emphasize the culture metaphor of consumption today.(Chapter 6) 
Though the research of a little grape, I try to consider and discuss the issues as 
follow: 
Firstly, discuss the “Small” and the “Big”. According to the colonization history 















plain and other places to responses to the problem that whether Anthropology could 
be via the small to discuss the big issues. 
Secondly, discuss “One” and “Many”. The thesis though the retrospection of the 
grape history and the history narrative of different person to present the different 
kinds of history, and which hide behind the history are power conduct and control in 
the collectivity narrative, and sensibility experience and conception in the individual 
narrative. 
Thirdly, discuss “Stillness” and “Activity”. there combines with country, village, 
peasants and intellectuals in a relationship structure context, peasants and intellectuals 
practice according to their status, which further promote the history, social and culture 
change of the small plain. 
Finally, discuss theory and fact. The thesis mainly uses “the structure and history 
theory” of Sahlins, M, meanwhile, according to the factual situation of grape planting 
and travelling, grape wine brewing, the thesis further adopts “history authenticity 
theory”, “history narrative theory” and “practice theory” to discuss the integration 
process between the external grape and the two places of Yunnan Province. 
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